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We get simple conditions under which the elliptic system yDu s u p1¤ q1, yD¤
s u p2¤ q2 in Rn, n G 3 with p q q ) 1, i s 1, 2 has no positive radially symmetrici i
solutions. Then by using this nonexistence result, we establish blow-up estimates
for reaction-diffusion system of Fujita type u s Du q u p1¤ q1, ¤ s D¤ q u p2¤ q2t t
with the homogeneous Dirichlet boundary value condition. Q 1999 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
Recently, reaction-diffusion systems of the Fujita type
u s Du q u p1¤ q1 , 1.1aŽ .t
¤ s D¤ q u p2 ¤ q2 , x .t g V = 0, T 1.1bŽ . Ž . Ž .t
as well as the related elliptic system
yDu s u p1¤ q1 , 1.2aŽ .
y D¤ s u p2 ¤ q2 , x g V 1.2bŽ .
n wwith V : R , p , q G 0, i s 1, 2 were studied by a number of authors 1]3,i i
x Ž .6]11 . The problems concerning 1.1 include global existence and global
existence numbers, blow-up, blow-up rates, and blow-up sets, uniqueness
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Ž .and nonuniqueness, etc. For 1.2 there are problems such as existence and
nonexistence, uniqueness and nonuniqueness, and so on. Most works were
Ž .restricted to special cases, e.g., q s p s 0 single equations or p s q1 2 1 2
Ž .s 0 variational . For example, Caristi and Mitidieri obtained blow-up
Ž . w xestimates for 1.1 with p s q s 0 1 . Mitidieri also discussed the1 2
Ž . n w xnonexistence of positive solutions to 1.2 in V s R for p s q s 0 6 .1 2
Escobedo and Herrero analyzed boundedness and blow-up of solutions for
Ž . w xthe Cauchy problem of 1.1 with p s q s 0 2 . Of course there are also1 2
Ž . w xmany results for an uncoupled single equation case q s p s 0 , e.g., 4 .1 2
Ž .A systematic study of 1.1 was made by Escobedo and Levine. They
gave a complete analysis of critical blow-up and global existence numbers
Ž . w x Ž . tfor the Cauchy problem of 1.1 in 3 , where the solution X s a , b of
the matrix equation
p y 1 q1 1 1x s 1.3Ž .yž / ž /ž /p q y 1 12 2
plays an important role in their analysis.
Ž .It is known that 1.1 has global solutions whenever p q q F 1, p , q Gi i i i
w x0, i s 1, 2 11 and that the solutions may blow up in finite time if
w xp q q ) 1, p , q G 0, i s 1, 2 1]3, 11 . The blow-up rate estimates ofi i i i
w xpositive radial solutions were established by Weissler in 9 for the single
Ž . w xequation 1.1a with q s 0, p s p ) 1, and by Caristi and Mitidieri in 11 1
Ž . Ž .for the variational system 1.1 i.e., p s q s 0 . As for the general case1 2
of p q q ) 1, p , q G 0, i s 1, 2 if n F 2, it can be shown that thei i i i
Ž .blow-up estimates for positive radially symmetric solutions of 1.1 should
be
ya
u x , t F c T y t , 1.4Ž . Ž . Ž .1
yb¤ x , t F c T y t , 1.5Ž . Ž . Ž .2
Ž . twhere T is the blow-up time of u and ¤ , a , b is the unique solution of
Ž .1.3 , i.e.,
1 q q y q1 2
a s , 1.6Ž .
p q y p y 1 q y 1Ž . Ž .2 1 1 2
1 q p y p2 1
b s . 1.7Ž .
p q y p y 1 q y 1Ž . Ž .2 1 1 2
The case n G 3 is much more difficult because the nonexistence ques-
Ž . ntion for positive solutions of the related elliptic system 1.2 in R is not
Ž . Ž .trivial. However, as we prove in this paper, the estimates 1.4 and 1.5 are
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still true for the case of n G 3 if we impose some additional assumptions
such as
n y 2
a q b ) . 1.8Ž .
2
 n < < 4Throughout this paper let V s B s x g R ; x - R , R ) 0 since weR
Ž . Ž .deal with positive radially symmetric solutions of systems 1.1 and 1.2
here. In Sect. 2, we give sufficient conditions under which the nonexistence
Ž . nof positive solutions of the elliptic system 1.2 holds in R for n G 3.
Then, in Sect. 3, by using the nonexistence result, we get the desired
Ž . Ž . Ž .blow-up estimates 1.4 and 1.5 for the reaction-diffusion system 1.1
with some additional assumptions.
After finishing this paper, we learned from a recently published paper of
w x Ž . nMitidieri 7 that he obtained a nonexistence result for 1.2 in R with
Ž . Ž .n G 3 as well, where the following hypotheses: 1.9 and 1.10 have to be
satisfied
0 F p F 1, 0 F q F 1, p , q ) 1, 1.9Ž .1 2 2 1
n q q 1 p q 1 q p p q 1 y p qŽ . Ž . Ž .1 2 1 2 1 2
- min ,½2 p q y 1 y p 1 y qŽ . Ž .2 1 1 2
q q 1 p q 1 q p p q 1 q q q q 1Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .1 2 1 2 2 1
. 1.10Ž .5p q q p p q 1 q q q q 1 y 1Ž . Ž .2 1 1 2 2 1
As we will show in the next section, our conditions for the nonexistence
Ž . Ž .given here are somewhat weaker and simpler than 1.9 and 1.10 .
Ž .2. NONEXISTENCE FOR 1.2
Ž .Consider radially symmetric solutions of the elliptic system 1.2 , i.e.,
Ž . Ž . < <suppose u s u r , ¤ s ¤ r with r s x . We have the following theorem.
THEOREM 2.1. Assume
Ž .i p q q ) 1 with p , q G 0, i s 1, 2;i i i i
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .ii min 1 q p , 1 q q ) max p , q or max 1 q p , 1 q q -2 1 1 2 2 1
Ž ..min p , q ;1 2
Ž . Ž . Ž . Žiii 2 q p q q r p q q p q q y 1 q p p q q q ) n y2 1 2 1 1 2 1 2 1 2
.2 r2.
Ž . 2Ž n.Then 1.2 has no positi¤e radial solutions of class C R , n G 3.
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Ž .Remark 1. Clearly, the condition iii is a rewriting of the second
Ž . Ž . Ž .inequality in 1.10 , so it is weaker than 1.10 . In ii p , q , i s 1, 2 may bei i
Ž . Ž . Ž .taken over 0, q‘ without limitation 1.9 ; in fact, 1.9 implies our
Ž . Ž .conditions i and ii . It should be noted as well that if p s q s 0,1 2
Ž .q s p, p s q, then the condition iii becomes1 2
2 q p q q n y 2
) ,
pq y 1 2
or equivalently,
1 1 n y 2
q ) ,
p q 1 q q 1 n
w xwhich is just the nonexistence condition obtained by Mitidieri in 6 for this
Ž . Ž .special case; if p s q s 0, p s q s p, then i and ii are satisfied2 1 1 2




Ž . Ž .which is excluded by 1.9 and 1.10 .
We need four Lemmas to prove the theorem. The first two show that
the desired critical properties of the parameters a and b are exactly
Ž . Ž .determined by conditions i ] iii above.
Ž .LEMMA 2.2. Assume the condition i in Theorem 2.1 holds and that
Ž . Ž .either min p y p , q y q ) 1 or max p y p , q y q - 1. Then1 2 2 1 1 2 2 1
min a , b ) 0. 2.1Ž . Ž .
Ž .Ž . ŽProof. It suffices to show that p q y p y 1 q y 1 ) 0 if max p2 1 1 2 1
. Ž .Ž . Žy p , q y q - 1, and p q y p y 1 q y 1 - 0 if min p y p , q2 2 1 2 1 1 2 1 2 2
.y q ) 1.1
Ž .For min p y p , q y q ) 1, we have p y 1 ) p G 0, q y 1 ) q1 2 2 1 1 2 2 1
Ž .Ž .G 0, and so p q y p y 1 q y 1 - 0.2 1 1 2
Ž .Next consider the case of max p y p , q y q - 1.1 2 2 1
Ž .Ž .If p y 1 q y 1 s 0, then either p s 1 and hence p ) p y 1 s 0,1 2 1 2 1
q ) 0 since p q q ) 1 or q s 1 and hence q ) q y 1 s 0, p ) 01 1 1 2 1 2 2
Ž .Ž .due to p q q ) 1. Thus p q y p y 1 q y 1 s p q ) 0.2 2 2 1 1 2 2 1
Ž .Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .ŽIf p y 1 q y 1 - 0, then p q y p y 1 q y 1 G y p y 1 q1 2 2 1 1 2 1 2
.y 1 ) 0.
Ž .Ž .If p y 1 q y 1 ) 0, then for p y 1 ) 0, q y 1 ) 0, we have p )1 2 1 2 2
Ž .Ž .p y 1 ) 0, q ) q y 1 ) 0, and so p q y p y 1 q y 1 ) 0; for1 1 2 2 1 1 2
p y 1 - 0, q y 1 - 0, we have p ) 1 y q ) 0, q ) 1 y p ) 0 due to1 2 2 2 1 1
Ž .Ž .p q q ) 1, i s 1, 2, and so p q y p y 1 q y 1 ) 0.i i 2 1 1 2
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Remark 2. If we assume p q q - 1 with p , q G 0, i s 1, 2, instead ofi i i i
Ž .condition i in Theorem 2.1, then it can be shown that
max a , b - 0, 2.2Ž . Ž .
which corresponds to the finite extinction case for the reaction-diffusion
system with absorption terms yu p1¤ q1 and yu p2 ¤ q2. The extinction rates
ŽŽ .ya . ŽŽ .yb .of u and ¤ should be O T y t and O T y t , respectively, where
w xT is the extinction time 12 .
LEMMA 2.3. Under the conditions of Lemma 2.2 we ha¤e
2 q p q q2 1
a q b ) . 2.3Ž .
p q q p q q y 1 q p p q q q2 1 1 2 1 2 1 2
Ž . Ž .Proof. From 1.6 and 1.7
2 q p q q y p y q2 1 1 2
a q b s . 2.4Ž .
p q q p q q y 1 y p q2 1 1 2 1 2
Put
A s 2 q p q q y p y q , B s p q q p q q y 1 y p q ,2 1 1 2 2 1 1 2 1 2
C s p q q , D s p p q q q q p q .1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2
Ž .Then 2.3 is equivalent to
A A q C
) . 2.5Ž .
B B q D
Ž .If max p y p , q y q - 1 then A ) 0, and hence B ) 0 by Lemma1 2 2 1
2.2. Thus it suffices to prove
AD y BC ) 0. 2.6Ž .
Indeed
AD y BC s p 1 q p 1 q p y p q q 1 q q 1 q q y q ) 0Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .1 2 2 1 2 1 1 2
2.7Ž .
Ž .since max p y p , q y q - 1.1 2 2 1
Ž .If min p y p , q y q ) 1 then A - 0, and hence B - 0 by Lemma1 2 2 1
2.2. Noticing that A q C, B q D ) 0, we now need to show
BC y AD ) 0, 2.8Ž .
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which follows because
BC y AD s p 1 q p p y p y 1 q q 1 q q q y q y 1 ) 0Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .1 2 1 2 2 1 2 1
2.9Ž .
Ž .due to min p y p , q y q ) 1.1 2 2 1
Ž .Remark 3. We observe the following connection between condition iii
Ž . Ž . Ž .in Theorem 2.1 and condition 1.8 . Obviously, condition iii implies 1.8 .
Ž . Ž .On the other hand, from 2.7 and 2.9 the ration ArB can be arbitrarily
Ž . Ž . < < < <close to A q C r B q D provided 1 q p y p , 1 q q y q are small2 1 1 2
enough. Moreover, it is easy to check that the two conditions are equiva-
lent for the variational case when p s q s 0, q s p, p s q.1 2 1 2
Ž . Ž .LEMMA 2.4. Let u, ¤ be a positi¤e, radial, decreasing solution of 1.2 .
Then
r 2
Xp q1 1u ¤ F yru F n y 2 u , 2.10Ž . Ž .
n
r 2
Xp q2 2u ¤ F yr¤ F n y 2 ¤ . 2.11Ž . Ž .
n
Proof. Due to the positivity of u and ¤ , we know that both u and ¤ are
w xsuperharmonic, i.e., Du F 0, D¤ F 0. By Lemma 3.1 of 6 we get the
Ž . Ž .right-hand inequalities of 2.10 and 2.11 .
Ž .System 1.2 can be written in radial coordinates as
XX ny1 p q ny11 1y u r s u ¤ r , 2.12Ž . Ž .
XX ny1 p q ny12 2y ¤ r s u ¤ r 2.13Ž . Ž .
with
uX 0 s ¤ X 0 s 0. 2.14Ž . Ž . Ž .
Ž . Ž .Integrating 2.12 on 0, r , we have
r
X ny1 ny1 p q1 1yu r r s r u ¤ drŽ . H
0
n r rr p q1 1X Xp q p y1 q n q y1 p n1 1 1 1 1 1s u ¤ y u u ¤ r dr y ¤ ¤ u r drH Hn n n0 0
r n
p q1 1G u ¤ 2.15Ž .
n
X X Ž .since u, ¤ G 0, u , ¤ F 0. This is the left-hand inequality of 2.10 . The
Ž .same is true for 2.11 .
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LEMMA 2.5. Suppose the conditions of Theorem 2.1 are satisfied. Let
Ž . 2Ž n. Ž .u, ¤ g C R be a positi¤e, radial, decreasing solution of 1.2 . Then
u r ¤ r F c ry2 Žaqb . 2.16Ž . Ž . Ž .1
with
aqbc s n n y 2 . 2.17Ž . Ž .1
Proof. From Lemma 2.4
u p1y1 ¤ q1 F n n y 2 ry2 , 2.18Ž . Ž .
u p2 ¤ q2y1 F n n y 2 ry2 . 2.19Ž . Ž .
Observing that
1 q p y q 1 q q y p2 2 1 1
) 0, ) 0
p q y p y 1 q y 1 p q y p y 1 q y 1Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .2 1 1 2 2 1 1 2
Ž . Ž .due to Lemma 2.2 and condition ii of Theorem 2.1, we have from 2.18
Ž .and 2.19
1qp yq 1qp yq2 2 2 2
Ž .Ž . Ž .Ž .p q y p y1 q y1 p q y p y1 q y12 1 1 2 2 1 1 2p y1 q y21 1u ¤ F n n y 2 r , 2.20Ž . Ž . Ž .
1qq yp 1qq yp1 1 1 1
Ž .Ž . Ž .Ž .p q y p y1 q y1 p q y p y1 q y12 1 1 2 2 1 1 2p q y1 y22 2u ¤ F n n y 2 r . 2.21Ž . Ž . Ž .
Since
1qp yq 1qq yp2 2 1 1
Ž .Ž . Ž .Ž .p q y p y1 q y1 p q y p y1 q y12 1 1 2 2 1 1 2p y1 q p q y11 1 2 2u ¤ u ¤ s u¤Ž . Ž .
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .we get 2.16 and 2.17 from 2.20 and 2.21 .
Remark 4. Lemmas 2.5 and 2.4 imply some useful asymptotic estimates
Ž . Ž .for u r and ¤ r for large r, e.g.,
ny1 X < ny1 X < ny2 ny2y2Žaqb .yr ¤u s r ¤u F n y 2 r u¤ F cr , 2.22Ž . Ž .
ny1 X < ny1 X < ny2 ny2y2Žaqb .y r u¤ s r u¤ F n y 2 r u¤ F cr , 2.23Ž . Ž .
X X X X Xn n ny1 ny2y2Žaqb .< <r u ¤ s r u ¤ F n y 2 r u ¤ F cr , 2.24Ž . Ž .
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Ž .where c s c n, p , q , i s 1, 2. Thusi i




X X ny10 F u ¤ r dr - q‘ 2.26Ž .H
0
Ž . Ž .since condition iii and Lemma 2.3 imply that a q b ) n y 2 r2.
Ž . Ž .Proof of Theorem 2.1. Multiplying 2.12 by ¤ , 2.3 by u, and integrat-
Ž .ing on 0, r by parts we have
r r
X X Xny1 ny1 p q q1 ny11 1y¤u r q u ¤ r dr s u ¤ r dr , 2.27Ž .H H
0 0
r r
X X Xny1 ny1 p q1 q ny12 2y u¤ r q u ¤ r dr s u ¤ r dr . 2.28Ž .H H
0 0
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Letting r “ q‘ in 2.27 and 2.28 , we get by using 2.22 ] 2.26 :
q‘ q‘
p q q1 ny1 p q1 q ny11 1 2 20 F u ¤ r dr s u ¤ r drH H
0 0
q‘
X X ny1s u ¤ r dr - q‘. 2.29Ž .H
0
Moreover, by Lemmas 2.4 and 2.5,
u p1¤ q1q1 r n s u p1y1 ¤ q1 r nu¤ F c u p1y1 ¤ q1 r nry2 Žaqb . F cr ny2y2Žaqb . ,1
u p2q1 ¤ q2 r n s u p2 ¤ q2y1 r nu¤ F c u p2 ¤ q2y1 r nry2 Žaqb . F cr ny2y2Žaqb . ,1
and hence
lim u p1¤ q1q1 r n s lim u p2q1 ¤ q2 r n s 0. 2.30Ž .
r“q‘ r“q‘
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Ž . X Ž . XMultiplying 2.12 by r¤ , 2.13 by ru , and then integrating their sum
Ž .over 0, r yields
r 1
X X X Xn ny1 p q q1 n1 1yu ¤ r q 2 y n u ¤ r dr y u ¤ rŽ .H q q 10 1
r1 n
p q1 n p q q1 ny12 1 1y u ¤q r q u ¤ r drH2p q 1 q q 1 02 1
rn
p q1 q ny12 2q u ¤ r drHp q 1 02
r rp q1 2X Xp y1 q q1 n p q1 q y1 n1 1 2 2s y u ¤ u r dr y u ¤ ¤ r drH Hq q 1 p q 10 01 2
r rp n y 2 q n y 2Ž . Ž .1 2p q q1 ny1 p q1 q ny11 1 2 2F u ¤ r dr q u ¤ r dr ,H Hq q 1 p q 10 01 2
2.31Ž .
X Ž . X Ž . Ž .where the facts yru F n y 2 u, yr¤ F n y 2 ¤ from Lemma 2.4 are
used.
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Letting r “ q‘ in 2.31 we get from 2.25 , 2.29 , and 2.30 :
n y 2 p y 1 q y 1 1 11 2
1 q q y qž / ž /2 q q 1 p q 1 q q 1 p q 11 2 1 2
q‘
X X ny1= u ¤ r dr G 0, 2.32Ž .H
0
that is,
n y 2 2 q p q q2 1G . 2.33Ž .
2 p q q p q q y 1 q p p q q q2 1 1 2 1 2 1 2
Ž .This contradicts condition iii .
Remark 5. The procedures taken here for the proof of the nonexis-
w x w xtence are similar to those used in 6 and 7 . A general method for
obtaining estimates on the radial solutions for systems containing multi-
plicative nonlinearities has been developed by Mitidierei, Sweers, and van
w xder Vorst 8 .
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Ž .3. BLOW-UP ESTIMATES FOR 1.1
w x w xMotivated by 9 and 1 , we use the nonexistence result of the elliptic
Ž . Ž .system 1.2 obtained in Sect. 2 to establish the blow-up estimates 1.4 and
Ž . Ž .1.5 for the reaction-diffusion system 1.1 . We impose the following initial
Ž .and boundary value conditions to 1.1 :
u x , 0 s f x , ¤ x , 0 s c x , x g V s B ; Rn , 3.1Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .R
u s ¤ s 0, x , t g › V = 0, T . 3.2Ž . Ž . Ž .
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .THEOREM 3.1. Let u, ¤ be a solution of 1.1 , 3.1 , and 3.2 . Assume
Ž . Ž . Ž .i u ?, t and ¤ ?, t are radially symmetric and nonincreasing as
< <functions of r s x ;
Ž . Ž .ii u, ¤ G 0, u , ¤ G 0 in Q [ B = 0, T ;t t T R
Ž . Ž . Ž .iii u ?, t , ¤ ?, t achie¤e their maximum at x s 0;t t
Ž .iv u and ¤ ha¤e blow-up time T - q‘;
Ž .v p q q ) 1 with p , q G 0, i s 1, 2;i i i i
Ž . Ž . Ž .vi min 1 q p , 1 q q ) max p , q ;2 1 1 2
Ž . Ž . Ž . Žvii 2 q p q q r p q q p q q y 1 q p p q q q ) n y2 1 2 1 1 2 1 2 1 2
.2 r2.
Ž .viii There are positi¤e constants k , k and t - T such that1 2
bra brak u 0, t F ¤ 0, t F k u 0, t for t g t , T .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .2 1
Ž .Then there are positi¤e constants c , c and t g 0, T such that1 2 1
ya
u x , t F u 0, t F c T y t , 1.4Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .1
yb¤ x , t F ¤ 0, t F c T y t 1.5Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .2
Ž . Ž . t Ž . Ž .for all x, t g Q _Q , where a , b is gi¤en by 1.6 and 1.7 .T t1
Ž . Ž .Remark 6. The conditions i ] iii in Theorem 3.1 are reasonable if we
Ž . Ž .impose appropriate assumptions on the initial data f x and c x , e.g.,
positivity, radial symmetry, and a suitable decreasing property with
Df q f p1c q1 G 0, Dc q f p2c q2 G 0.
Ž .Remark 7. Clearly, the condition viii seems a too strong assumption.
The following lemma gives a comparison relationship between u and ¤ . In
Ž . bra Ž .particular, if p q q s p q q , then we get even k u x, t F ¤ x, t1 1 2 2 2
Ž . bra Ž . Ž .F k u x, t for x, t g Q _Q with some h g 0, T . We hope this1 T n
condition can be substantially improved.
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Ž . Ž .LEMMA 3.2. If the conditions v and vi in Theorem 3.1 hold, then the
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .solution u, ¤ of 1.1 , 3.1 , and 3.2 satisfies either
bra¤ x , t F k u x , t 3.3Ž . Ž . Ž .1
or
bra¤ x , t G k u x , t 3.4Ž . Ž . Ž .2
Ž . Ž .for all x, t g Q _Q , with some positi¤e constants k , k and h g 0, T .T h 1 2
w xProof. Following Friedman and Giga Lemma 3.2, 5 , put
u1qp2yp 1 ¤ 1qq1yq 2
k u s , h ¤ sŽ . Ž .
1 q p y p 1 q q y q2 1 1 2
and set
J s Mk u y h ¤ .Ž . Ž .
We get after a computation that
p2 q1 p2yp 1y1 < < 2J y D J s M y 1 u ¤ y M p y p u =uŽ . Ž .t 2 1
q1yq 2y1 < < 2q q y q ¤ =¤ .Ž .1 2
Since
MkX u u s hX ¤ ¤ q J , i s 1, . . . , n ,Ž . Ž .x x xi i i
we have
X 2 n 2Ž q yq . n1 2h ¤2 2 2< < < < < <=u s =¤ q b J s =¤ q b JÝ Ýi x i xX 2 2 2Ž p yp .i i2 2 1M uM k is1 is1
for some b , i s 1, . . . , n. Soi
n 2Ž q yq .1 2p y p ¤Ž .2 12 2Ž p yp y1.2 1Ä < < < <b J s yM p y p u =u q =¤Ž .Ý i x 2 1 1qp ypi 2 1Muis1
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Ä p2yp 1y1Ž .with b s yM p y p u b , i s 1, . . . , n. Thusi 2 1 i
n
p q2 1ÄJ y D J y b J s M y 1 u ¤Ž .Ýt i x i
is1
1qq yq1 2p y p ¤Ž .2 1 2q yq y11 2 < <q ¤ q y q y =¤ .1 2 1qp yp2 1Mu
On the other hand,
Mu1qp2yp 1 ¤ 1qq1yq 2
J s y
1 q p y p 1 q q y q2 1 1 2
and hence
¤ 1qq1yq 2 1 q q y q1 2
c J s y q1 1qp yp2 1 1 q p y pMu 2 1
with a suitable coefficient c . Thus we get1
n
ÄJ y D J y b J y cJÝt i x i
is1
s M y 1 u p2 ¤ q1Ž .
p y p 1 q q y qŽ . Ž .2 1 1 2 2q yq y11 2 < <q ¤ q y q y =u 3.5Ž .1 2 1 q p y p2 1
Äby choosing suitable coefficients c and b , i s 1, . . . , n. Now let us showi
p y p 1 q q y qŽ . Ž .2 1 1 2
H [ q y q y G 0. 3.6Ž .1 2 1 q p y p2 1
Ž .Since 1 q p y p ) 0, 3.6 is equivalent to2 1
q y q 1 q p y p y p y p 1 q q y qŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .1 2 2 1 2 1 1 2
s q y q y p y p G 0,Ž .1 2 2 1
which is true if p q q F p q q . Thus2 2 1 1
n
ÄJ y D J y b J y cJ G 0Ýt i x i
is1
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Ž Ž ..for M G 1. Fix a small h ) 0 and choose M G 1 such that Mk u x, h )
Ž Ž .. Ž . Ž .h ¤ x, h . Then J s Mk u y h ¤ G 0 by the maximal principle, and
Ž . Ž .3.3 is true. We obtain 3.4 for p q q F p q q in the same way.1 1 2 2
Proof of Theorem 3.1. Define
1rs 1rs1 2j t s u 0, t , h t s ¤ 0, t ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
and
g t s j t q h t ,Ž . Ž . Ž .
with s s 2a , s s 2b. Let1 2
u rrg t , t ¤ rrg t , tŽ . Ž .Ž . Ž .
w r , t s , w r , t s .Ž . Ž .s s1 21 2g t g tŽ . Ž .
Ž . Ž . Ž .Since u ?, t and ¤ ?, t achieve their maximum at r s 0 by i , it is clear
that
u 0, tŽ .
0 F w r , t F F 1, 3.7Ž . Ž .s1 1g tŽ .
¤ 0, tŽ .
0 F w r , t F F 1. 3.8Ž . Ž .s2 2g tŽ .
Since
s p q s q s s q 2, s p q s q s s q 2,1 1 2 1 1 1 2 2 2 2
Ž . Ž . Ž .it follows from ii and iii 1.1 that
n y 1 u 0, t ¤ 0, tŽ . Ž .t tp q1 10 F w q w q w w F q , 3.9Ž .1, r r 1, r 1 2 s q2 s q21 2r g t g tŽ . Ž .
n y 1 ¤ 0, t u 0, tŽ . Ž .t tp q2 20 F w q w q w w F q . 3.10Ž .2, r r 2, r 1 2 s q2 s q22 1r g t g tŽ . Ž .
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Ž . Ž . Ž .Multiplying the sum of 3.9 and 3.10 by w q w , and then integrat-1 2 r
Ž .ing with respect to r on 0, r , we have
r1 1 12 p q1 q p q q11 1 2 2w q w q w w q w wŽ .1 2 1 2 1 2r 0 ž2 p q 1 q q 11 2
r
1 1
p q q1 p q1 q1 1 2 2q w w q w w1 2 1 2 /q q 1 p q 11 2 0
rq1 p q1 q y11 1y w r , t w r , t w r , t drŽ . Ž . Ž .H 1 2 2, rp q 1 01
rp2 q q1 p y12 2y w r , t w r , t w r , t drŽ . Ž . Ž .H 2 1 1, rq q 1 02
rp1 q q1 p y11 1y w r , t w r , t w r , t drŽ . Ž . Ž .H 2 1 1, rq q 1 01
rq2 p q1 q y12 2y w r , t w r , t w r , t drŽ . Ž . Ž .H 1 2 2, rp q 1 02
F 0. 3.11Ž .
Ž . Ž .Since w F 0, 0 F w F 1, i s 1, 2, by 3.7 and 3.8 , we obtain fromi, r i
Ž .3.11 ,
1 1 1 1 12w q w F q q q 3.12Ž . Ž .1 2 r2 p q 1 q q 1 q q 1 p q 11 2 1 2
Ž . w Ž .. Ž .for all t g 0, T , r g 0, Rg t . The inequality 3.12 implies the equicon-
tinuity of w and w .1 2
We claim that
u 0, t ¤ 0, tŽ . Ž .t t
lim inf q ) 0. 3.13Ž .s q2 s q21 2t“T g t g tŽ . Ž .
 4 Ž .Otherwise, there is a sequence t ; 0, T with t “ T such thatm m
u 0, t ¤ 0, tŽ . Ž .t m t m
lim inf q s 0. 3.14Ž .s q2 s q21 2t “T g t g tŽ . Ž .m m m
By using the Ascoli]Alzela theorem we know that
w ?, t “ w ? , w ?, t “ w ? as t “ TŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .1 m 1 2 m 2 m
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w .uniformly on compact subsets of 0, q‘ . Now in the sense of distributions
n y 1
Y X p q1 1w q w q w w s 0, 3.15aŽ .1 1 1 2r
n y 1
Y X p q2 2w q w q w w s 0. 3.15bŽ .2 2 1 2r
2Ž . Ž . Ž .The absolute continuity of w , w implies w r , w r g C 0, q‘ with1 2 1 2
X X X XŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .w r , w r F 0, w 0 s w 0 s 0. Moreover, it follows from the defini-1 2 1 2
Ž . Ž .tion of w r, t , w r, t that1 2
w1r s1 0, t q w1r s 2 0, t s 1,Ž . Ž .1 2
Ž . Ž . Ž .thus w 0 , w 0 ) 0 due to the condition viii , and we can use the1 2
w x Ž . Ž .arguments in 1, 9 to show that w r , w r ) 0.1 2
Y Yp q p q1 1 2 2 Ž .If n s 1, we have w s yw w - 0, w s yw w - 0 on 0, q‘ .1 1 2 2 1 2
Ž . Ž .Hence both w r and w r are strictly concave, nonincreasing, positive1 2
Ž .functions on 0, q‘ . Such functions do not exist.
If n s 2, we have
1XX Y X p q1 1rw s r w q w s yrw w - 0,Ž .1 1 1 1 2ž /r
1XX Y X p q2 2rw s r w q w s yrw w - 0Ž .2 2 2 1 2ž /r
X X Ž .so both rw and rw are strictly decreasing on 0, q‘ . Hence there exist1 2
constants M ) 0 and r ) 0 such that0
Xrw - yM for r g r , q‘ , i s 1, 2.Ž .i 0
Thus
yw r - w r y w r - yM log r y log r 3.16Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .i 1 i i 1 1
for r - r - r, i s 1, 2. This gives a contradiction when r “ q‘.0 1
Ž .If n G 3, we know from Theorem 2.1 that the elliptic system 3.15 has
no positive solutions.
Ž .We conclude that 3.13 is true for all n G 1, i.e., there exists a positive
constant c such that
u 0, t ¤ 0, tŽ . Ž .t t
lim inf q s c ) 0. 3.17Ž .s q2 s q21 2t“q‘ g t g tŽ . Ž .
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Ž .Therefore, there exists t g 0, T such that1
u 0, t ¤ 0, t u 0, t ¤ 0, tŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .t t t t
c F q F q
s q2 s q2 Ž . Ž .s q2 rs s q2 rs1 2 1 1 2 2g t g t u 0, t ¤ 0, tŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .
u 0, t ¤ 0, tŽ . Ž .t ts q 3.18Ž .Ž . Ž .aq1 ra bq1 rbu 0, t ¤ 0, tŽ . Ž .
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .holds for all t g t , T . Integrating 3.18 on t, s ; t , T and then1 1
letting s “ T , we have
y1ra y1rbc T y t F a u 0, t q b ¤ 0, t . 3.19Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
Ž . Ž .By using the condition viii in 3.19 we have
y1rb y1rb1r bc T y t F a k ¤ 0, t q b ¤ 0, tŽ . Ž . Ž .1
and hence
yb¤ x , t F ¤ 0, t F c T y t 3.20Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .2
Ž .for all x, t g Q _Q .T t1
We have in the same way the blow-up estimate for u:
ya
u x , t F u 0, t F c T y t . 3.21Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .1
The proof is complete.
Remark 8. For the special variational parabolic system
u s Du q ¤ p , 3.22Ž .t
¤ s D¤ q uq 3.23Ž .t
w xwith p, q ) 1, Caristi and Mitidieri 1 obtained the blow-up estimates
Ž . Ž .y pq1 r p qy1u x , t F u 0, t F c T y t , 3.24Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
Ž . Ž .y qq1 r p qy1¤ x , t F ¤ 0, t F c T y t . 3.25Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
w xThe single equation case was treated by Weissler 9 with
Ž .y1r py1u x , t F u 0, t F c T y t . 3.26Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
Ž . Ž .Clearly, 3.24 ] 3.26 agree with Theorem 3.1 if one takes p s q s 0,1 2
q s p, p s q or p s q s p, q s p s 0, respectively.1 2 1 2 1 2
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Finally, we give lower bounds for the blow-up rates.
Ž . Ž .THEOREM 3.3. Assume that the conditions i ] vii in Theorem 3.1 hold
and that p q q F p q q . Then there are positi¤e constants c , h such that2 2 1 1 3
ya
u 0, t G c T y tŽ . Ž .3
Ž . Ž . Ž .yafor t g h, T . If in addition the upper estimate u 0, t F c T y t holds1
and q ) 1, then we ha¤e2
yb¤ 0, t G c T y tŽ . Ž .4
Ž .for t g h, T and some constant c .4
Ž . Ž .Proof. Since Du F 0, D¤ F 0 at x s 0 with t g 0, T by condition i ,
Ž .we see from 1.1 that
p q1 1u 0, t F u 0, t ¤ 0, t , 3.27Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .t
p q2 2¤ 0, t F u 0, t ¤ 0, t . 3.28Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .t
By using Lemma 3.2 we know that
bra¤ x , t F k u x , tŽ . Ž .1
Ž . Ž . Ž .for x, t g Q _Q with some k ) 0 and h g 0, T . Since ¤ 0, t FT h 1
Ž . bra Ž .k u 0, t , we get from 3.27 ,1
p q bra 1q1ra1q q11 1u 0, t F k u 0, t u 0, t s k u 0, tŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .t 1 1
Ž .by 1.3 , and hence
u 0, tŽ .t F c. 3.29Ž .1q1rau 0, tŽ .
Ž . Ž . Ž .Integrating 3.29 over t, s ; h, T and letting s “ T , we get by condi-
Ž .tion iv of Theorem 3.1:
y1ra
a u 0, t F c T y t .Ž . Ž .
Hence
ya
u 0, t G c T y t .Ž . Ž .3
Ž . Ž .ya Ž .Using the upper estimate u 0, t F c T y t in 3.28 gives1
yp a q2 2p2¤ 0, t F c T y t ¤ 0, t ,Ž . Ž . Ž .t 1
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i.e.,
¤ 0, tŽ .t yp a2p2F c T y t . 3.30Ž . Ž .q 12¤ 0, tŽ .
Ž .Since q ) 1, we know from 1.3 that2
1 y p a s q y 1 b ) 0. 3.31Ž . Ž .2 2
Ž . Ž . Ž .Integrating 3.30 over s, t ; h, T and letting s “ T , we obtain by
Ž .condition iv of Theorem 3.1:
1 cq211yq 1yp a2 2¤ 0, t F T y t .Ž . Ž .
q y 1 1 y p a2 2
Thus
Ž . Ž . yb1yp a r 1yq2 2¤ 0, t G c T y t s c T y tŽ . Ž . Ž .4 4
Ž .by 3.31 .
The proof is complete.
Remark 9. Combining Theorems 3.1 and 3.3, we conclude that the
blow-up rates of radial positive solutions of the reaction-diffusion system
Ž . Ž . Ž .1.1 , 3.1 , and 3.2 under the conditions of the theorems are
ya ybu 0, t s O T y t , ¤ 0, t s O T y tŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .
as t tends to T.
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